Recent advances in guidance, navigation and control for safe planetary landing As planetary landing is becoming more important in future space-exploration, precise pin-point landing is being considered as one of the crucial technical elements. The pin-point landing technology comprises of guidance, navigation and control (GN&C) under uncertain environment. Examples of these include navigation such as terrain referenced navigation, sophisticated optimal guidance strategies and control of spacecraft body to follow the guidance command. The great success of a series of recent landing missions establishes that precise landing is a crucial requirement for safe and reliable landing. In this special issue, recent advances in precise landing guidance, navigation and control technologies are presented. There has been an overwhelming response to our call for papers for this special issue. Only highly qualified papers have been selected through our peer-review process. These papers largely focus on lunar landing guidance technologies. Safe landing with hazard avoidance in lunar landing is presented. Aspects of optimal trajectory design and precision guidance are also addressed. Navigation under practical constraints with limited information is also a key issue addressed in this special edition.
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It is expected that the special issue will play a role of bridging the gaps between the great success of previous and future planetary landing missions. A series of future lunar explorations and other planetary landing missions will benefit from the special issue. Researchers working in this area will also find an opportunity to capture the recent advances in guidance, navigation and control technologies better.
